
GSCHEM NETS AUTOROUTING FEATURE REQUEST

Hi all!

Please excuse me for my bad English :-)

PCB design software has some algorithms for autorouting nets often. But nets on 
electrical schematics may be autorouted also. I mean only autorouting help while mo-
ving components or wires here, not rerouting schemes at all. This feature is not ty-
pical for schematics editors. I know only one schematics editor with this feature — 
Aldec Active-HDL 6.1. It saves many time for users.

I suggest to implement such functionality in future versions of Gschem as «NAR 
mode» — nets autorouting mode. This mode mean electrical connectivity saving while 
moving also.

I will show some examples for Gschem editor here with and without this mode.

Please look at this picture:

 

Picture 1. Before V1 moving



Lets move V1 voltage sourse down-left. Result for Gschem 1.5.4.20090830 is 
below:

Picture 2. Situation after V1 moving without NAR mode

Please note that we have 2 problems on this picture.

1. Electrical connectivity is broken for R1. It was connected to net «1» but it is 
not connected to this net now.

2. Wires that connect V1 has untypical for electrical schemes angles.

Both problems user should solve manually in current version of Gscheme. It requ-
ires time. But both problems can be solved automatically! User's time can be used for 
something more creative that manual nets rerouting on scheme.



Picture 3 shows what should be done automatically when NAR mode enabled: 

Picture 3. Situation after V1 moving with NAR mode

Lets see other example:

Picture 4. Before IC moving



Can you imagine what Gschem will do with scheme when user will try to move in-
tegrated circuit (IC)? Here it is:

Picture 5. After IC moving without NAR mode

Please think how many mouse moves must user do to repair this scheme. Please 
think how many time lost all users in all word for such things. Now imagine that this 
work can be done automatically! Expected result for NAR mode (one of many va-
riants) shown below: 

 



Picture 6. After IC moving with NAR mode enabled

Examples above was with component moving. Wires moving should be covered 
with NAR also.

It is very important to save electrical connectivity while moving parts of scheme.

No connections should be lost  during moving components.  Moving components 
should not create new connections. In other words, changing graphical image of sche-
me should not corrupt electrical image of scheme. 

It  is  difficult  question  when  electrical  connectivity  can  be  broken  while  move 
something and when electrical connectivity must not be broken.

I suggest to break connection only when user select wire and move its endpoint 
away from net or from component.   

I suggest to make connections only when user draws wires but not when he move 
something in NAR mode.



The reason is insurance that moving part of the scheme is just moving in NAR 
mode.  NAR should try to save electrical  connections (and do not  make new con-
nections). Gschem should show something for great user attention when electrical 
connectivity will broken because of moving (especially when NAR is disabled).

Resume

1. Software  should  minimize  time  consumption  for  most  typical  tasks.  User 
should not lost time for tasks that can be solved automatically.

2. Scheme should require minimum manual adjustment after moving its  parts. 
This requirement consists of minimum 2 requirements:

a) positions and angles of wires should be more or less optimal;

b) electrical connectivity should not be broken (IMHO).

3. GEDA is GPL Electronic Design Automation and scheme nets routing is thing 
that can be automated :-)

 

Regards, Sergey
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